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Notes: 
A 	Perform all movements to the count, hold each movement for 1 full 	respiration cycle, and hold each final movement of each technique for
 	longer. 	
	Movements should be clear, and precise, with correct alignment and weight 	distribution. All movements should be slow and smooth. 

B  	Never distress the body by holding the breath or extending the knees 	beyond the toes.

C  	If presenting to an audience, walk to the performance area with good 	deportment, step smartly but not stiffly to attention and offer the Tai Chi 	salutation.



From the Wu Chi posture
 
1	Relax

Beginning style 	

1 	Raise both arms slowly to shoulder level	
2 	Allow the elbows to sink
3 	Allow the hands to float down

1 	Sink by bending both knees	
2 	Separate the weight and make an empty step with the left heel
3 	Circle the left arm in front of the chest, palm in

1 	Circle the right palm to face the left
2 	Turn the left foot to the right but keep the weight on the right leg
3 	Transfer the weight to the left leg

Seven stars style
	
1	Extend the right arm to the right
2	Turn to face right by pivoting on right toes, place left fingers on right wrist
3	Hollow step out on to right heel.









Grasping bird’s tail
	
1	Rotate wrists right palm up, sit and draw arms in slightly
2	Transfer weight forward, turning waist to left, extend arms
3	Adjust the hips until the right arm is just beyond the right leg
	
1	Transfer weight back to left leg, lower elbows slightly
2	Turn hands right palm pressing down by sitting with a slight lean
3	Straighten body bringing hands up the centre line, transfer weight forward at 	45 degrees with an angled palm push

Single whip
	
1	Turn right palm up, shift weight turn right foot in a little, turn right palm down 	and make a hook bringing weight back to right leg
2	Take a small step to the left, centre the weight, feet at 10 to 2 Turn waist 	left, separate left arm,, palm facing in, level with left shoulder, 
3	turn waist back to centre, with left palm out, squat and extend left arm, eyes 	on left palm

Cloud hands (turning hands)

1	Turn right foot out transfer weight to right leg extend both palms
2	Turn hips and left foot to right, left palm to right wrist
3	Open at hip and chest, left arm and foot face left angle shift weight left

1	Turn hips and right foot to left angle right hand on right thigh
2	Bring right foot alongside left
3	Right fingers to left wrist

1	Weight in left leg, open at right hip and chest
2	Weight in right leg, turn to angle with left palm to left thigh
3	Weight stays right, step back with left leg, left palm to right wrist

1	Open at left hip and shoulder, shift weight to left leg	

Pat the horse high

1	Pivot left on right heel and sit back on right leg, right arm extends up and 	back, left arm forward
2	Draw left foot in half a step on to toe
3	Bring right wrist down to left palm, sit and press down



Turn body to face left

1	Hollow step out with left leg
2	Shift weight forward, left forearm under right in front of body
3	Turn waist right, face front, open arms, left palm up, right down

1	 With loose fists turn waist  and shift weight to right leg, turn waist left, shift 	weight forward pressing right  wrist onto left
2	Right foot makes a semi-circular step onto toe
3	Adjust hips so back is upright.

Raise right leg, kick in a curve

1	Raise right knee and level arms at chest
2	Drop elbows to relax shoulders
3	Open at hips and extend arms as you kick with toes pointed

Step back seven stars

1	Lower right toes one pace behind left leg
2	Transfer weight to right leg and lower left elbow
3	Adjust hips and waist until left wrist meets right fingertips														
Step back to strike (beat) the tiger 

1	Empty step back with left leg, hands extend forward palm down	
2	Transfer weight left to centre, press down in front of body	
3	Transfer weight to left leg stretch left palm in font and above head

Twist the body and kick
	
1	Turn body, transfer weight right adjust left foot	
2	 transfer weight to left leg, adjust right foot	
3	Turn waist left

1	Raise right palm level with left 	
2	Twist waist right	
3	Sink and lower arms, turn waist left, scoop hands and right foot forward and 	up, stand up
	
1	 Lower hands to crossed wrists level with lower chest	
2	spread arms and kick with right foot to right	
3	Return hands to centre, leg in front of right hip


Boxing the ears  

1         Lower right heel in front with empty step			
2	Transfer weight   
3	Swing fist forward and up to ear level

Turn body to face right

1.	Turn waist to the left, loosely clench fists, and transfer weight to rear leg
	Turn the waist and front foot 45º to the right. Rotate forearms so right is 	uppermost. 
	Transfer weight forward to right leg, press down onto left wrist and adjust 	hip
2	Semi circular sweep with the left leg 
3	Adjust the posture to upright

Raise left leg and kick in a curve

1	 Raise the left knee and level the arms
2 	Separate hands by lowering elbows and shoulders
3	Open to the left through both hips, extending left arm in direction of kick and 	other as a counter balance

Turn around and kick with the heel

1 	Turn waist and close hips to the right, place toe on floor and press wrists 	together
2 	Transfer weight, spin on left heel and right toe 315º right
3 	Kick with the heel and extend the right arm in the direction of the kick and 	the other as a counter balance

Brush knee twist step

1 	Place right foot forward and out in an empty step
2 	Turn waist to the left, placing right palm alongside left
3	Transfer the weight forward, turning the waist to the centre, circling right arm down and extending left palm to the centre at chest height









Step up, parry, and punch down

1 	Make a hollow step forward and out with left foot
2 	Turn waist to right, with left palm facing right
3 	Make a loose fist with the right hand, turn waist to left lowering left arm, turn waist right throwing right arm forward, transfer weight and punch down

Step back swing fist

1 	Transfer weight to right leg turning waist to the left, arms next to left hip
2 	Take an empty step backwards with left leg, turn waist back to the centre swinging right fist and left palm forward
3	 Transfer weight backwards to left leg, twisting waist to the right bringing hands to right hip

Step back snake creeps down

	Take a long empty step back with right leg, extending left arm forward
	Turn waist to left extending right arm and pivoting on right toe
	Turn waist right extending left arm and pivot on right heel


	Transfer weight to right leg and pull down with both arms inside left leg
	Tilt upper body and raise arms
	Turn waist to right rotating forearms and shorten elbows pivot on left heel


	Sink on right knee, turn waist to the left, lower arms
	Adjust left foot, transfer weight to left leg, adjust right foot
	Shorten stance by bringing right leg in, extend left palm above head and turn right palm down in front of groin


Step up, seven stars

	Take an empty step forward onto the toe of the right foot, cross the arms in front of the chin











Step back, to ride the tiger

1	Hollow step to the rear with right foot
2 	Transfer weight to right foot
3 	Place left toes on the floor

1 	Swing arms down and then up to shoulder level, left hand in a hook, right palm up
2	 Pivot 135 º right on right heels and left toe, making a sweeping downward and backward diversion with left forearm, right palm protects head
3 	Kick forward with left leg

Turn body slap face

1	Turn waist left swinging left arm up and out, cover left armpit with right arm
2	Turn 45º right on right foot
3	Place left foot down, transfer weight forward turning waist. With a left slap at 	face height 


Double hand sweep lotus leg
	
1 	Transfer weight to right leg turning waist right, transfer weight to left leg and continue the turn so you have turned 180º arms swapping position, weight on left leg
2	Turn waist to the left raising right leg	
3 	Swing the right leg up sweeping both hands
 to the left slapping the toes of the right leg, as it
swings forward and up, then back and across to the right


Draw a bow to shoot an arrow at the tiger

1 	Turn the right foot 90º to the right, transfer the weight to the right leg and pull down with both hands either side of the hip
2 	Turn the waist to the right adjusting left foot and taking the hands around to the right hip
3 	Raise the arms to shoulder level

1 	Clench the fists
2 	Point the wrists forward by bending the elbows
3 	Discharge by rotating the waist and extending the arms



Repulse the monkey

1	Transfer weight back to left foot, shorten arms and lift right toes.
2	Turn the waist right and lift arms to the side, palms face each other.
3	Empty step back with right leg, turn waist left, left arm sweeps down and 	across body as right pushes forward.

Step back 7 stars 

1	Transfer weight to right leg
2	Drop right elbow
3	Raise left palm in front of and above right. 

Stroking the lute.

1	Turn waist right
2	Turn left palm down and transfer weight to left leg
3	Turn waist left until hands are in line with left hip

1	Empty step alongside with right foot
2	Centre weight and hands
3	Stand up

Step up parry and punch

1 	Transfer weight to right leg.
Hollow step forward with left leg so the heel rests on the ground (left seven stars)
2 	Turn waist to the right bringing hands to right hip.
Make a right fist, transfer weight forward to left leg throwing both hands forward in an arc
3 	Transfer weight to right leg, drawing the right fist back to the right hip

1	 Turn the waist to the right (leg arm parries high)
2 	Turn the waist to the left (left arm parries low)
3 	Turn the waist back to the centre throwing left arm forward in a circle, transfer weight to the left leg and punch under the left arm with the right at chest height




         



As if shutting a door
								
1	Empty step with left heel, open arms out, up, and forward		
2	Sink and press down with palms						
3	Transfer weight to left, push forward and up

Embrace tiger, return to mountain
					 
1	Lift wrists and adjust left foot, lower hands to left hip			
2	Pivot on right heel, arms aligned with thighs				  
3	Transfer weight to right leg, rise up on right leg, extended arms 			angled out at shoulder level, 
	
Tai chi in unity

1	Left leg steps alongside right, shoulder width, weight centered, arms level 	palm down	
2	Lower elbows with wrists relaxed at chest level, swing hands in from elbows, 	and adjust feet if needed
3	Pull elbows back so palms are at your side


Tai Chi in completion.

	Stand up as you lower the arms outside and just in front of hips 

           (Wu chi posture)


Note:	 
D	Remember to take time to show continued awareness before you stop. If 	with an audience, step smartly but not stiffly to attention and 	offer the Tai 	Chi salutation.
	 Maintain your deportment as you walk away.

E	To perform the sequence mirror fashion, follow the instructions above,	replacing right for left etc. Performing the sequence in mirror fashion, is    	beneficial to the development of neuro-muscular communication and
	 co–ordination. It also increases the training time.


		
		

